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Abstract
Developing technologies to summarize and retrieve huge quan-
tities of spoken documents, recorded during classroom lectures,
for the purpose of e-Learning or self-learning are important.
In this paper, we describe an adaptation method of a language
model to recognize keywords in given slides. Next, we pro-
pose a summarization method for spoken classroom lectures
using prosodic features and linguistic information. Last, we
describe our “Classroom Lecture Browsing System”, which en-
ables more efficient access to lecture video by using the results
of keyword-indexing and automatic summarization.
Index Terms: Speech recognition, Keyword extraction, Speech
summarization, e-Learning system

1. Introduction
Recently, e-Learning systems for the purpose of browsing when
preparing and reviewing lectures have been developed, most of
which are now available for educational purposes. Also avail-
able is commercial software for e-Learning systems that can
create lecture content using previously recorded lectures. For
instance, “EZ presentator” (Hitachi Advanced Digital Inc.) can
be used to make e-Learning content that includes lecture video
and Microsoft PowerPoint R©files.

However, with many of these systems, such as EZ presen-
tator, user cannot directly access the specific points that they
need from video and slides. In other words, although they can
search for a slide simply by using its title, they cannot search
for a slide on the basis of its content. Therefore, development
of e-Learning systems is needed so that these systems can in-
tellectually process lecture content. The most important and
most basic technology for doing this is robust speech recogni-
tion of spontaneous speech. In addition, techniques such as spo-
ken document retrieval[1] and automatic speech summarization
[2][3] may improve the usability of such systems. These tech-
nologies use the output from an automatic speech recognizer.

Glass et al. collected and analyzed a corpus of approx-
imately 300 hours of audio lecture, including six full MIT
courses [4], and developed a lecture browser that students can
use to quickly locate and browse lecture segments that corre-
spond to their queries [5]. Y. Li et al. [6] focused on video
content analysis for video indexing and annotation. They clas-
sified a video stream of a classroom lecture into scenes such
as discussion and narration scene by using an SVM scheme.
Lee et al. proposed a complete set of technologies to handle
multi-layered summarization for an entire broadcast of news
stories and for the purpose of efficient browsing and retrieval
[7]. Munteanu et al. [8] developed a browsing system from eP-
resence1 that enables users to watch archived lectures with tran-
scriptions. The transcriptions are automatically produced by a

1ePresence is content capturing, archiving, and Web casting soft-
ware. http://epresence.tv/

large vocabulary continuous speech recognition system. They
investigated how word error rate influences both the user’s per-
formance in a question-answering task and his/her perception
of a transcript’s quality.

Our goal is to create an e-Learning system that automati-
cally organizes classroom lecture content for an e-Learning sys-
tem by using technologies for summarization, spoken document
retrieval, and indexing, and to provide a browsing system that
intellectually categorizes the content.

2. Data and automatic transcription
In our experiments, we used the lectures of four speakers, which
were on spoken spoken language processing, multi-modal inter-
faces, pattern recognition, and natural language processing in
graduate classes. Statistics related to these lectures are shown
in Table 1.

The speech corpus was transcribed using human and auto-
matic speech recognition (ASR) systems. The Japanese ASR
systems used were Julius [9], provided by the Information-
technology Promotion Agency Japanese dictation free soft-
ware project, and SPOJUS [10], developed in our laboratory.
Triphone-based HMMs and context-dependent syllable-based
HMMs were used for Julius and SPOJUS, respectively. Both
acoustic models were based on the corpus of spontaneous
Japanese (CSJ) [11]. Both decoders are composed of two de-
coding passes. The first pass uses a word bigram, and the
second one uses a word trigram. The amount of vocabulary
was 20,000 words. The recognition performance of the lecture
speech is shown in Table 2.

In addition, we tried improving the recognition perfor-
mance of keywords in given lecture slides by adapting the lan-
guage model as follows:

P̂ (wn) =



αP (wn) if wn ∈ keyword,
P (wn) · C otherwise (1)

C =
1 − α

P

w∈keyword P (w)

1 − P

w∈keyword P (w)

α is the emphasis coefficient. The bigram and trigram were also

Table 1: Details of speech materials
No. of OOV

speaker sentences duration perplexity rate[%]
A 742 1:07:56 186.4 0.37
B 680 1:05:49 177.7 1.88
C 582 1:09:28 285.6 1.94
D 1762 1:10:02 176.4 1.89
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Table 2: Automatic transcription [%]

speaker Julius (triphone) SPOJUS (syllable)
accuracy correct accuracy correct

A 47.9 62.9 46.9 60.8
B 56.5 67.0 55.4 63.0
C 48.0 62.7 48.0 57.8
D 64.9 72.9 66.7 71.5

average 54.3 66.4 54.3 63.3

Table 3: Recall and precision of keyword recognition

model lecture A lecture B
Recall Precision Recall Precision

normal 31.2 60.0 64.9 93.1
α=2 42.4 81.5 68.5 94.6
α=5 47.2 83.1 69.4 94.1
α=10 47.2 80.8 71.4 94.2
α=15 42.4 81.5 68.5 94.6
α=20 42.4 81.5 68.5 94.6

adapted as follows:

P̂ (wn|wn−1) =
P̂ (wn)

P (wn)
· P (wn|wn−1) · Cwn−1

(2)

P̂ (wn|wn−1, wn−2) =
P̂ (wn)

P (wn)
· P (wn|wn−1, wn−2)

·Cwn−1,wn−2
(3)

The system’s performance for recognizing keywords by using
the keyword oriented language models, which was remarkably
improved, is shown in Table 3. The system’s performance for
recognizing words other than keywords was invariant.

3. Summarization using prosodic and
linguistic surface information [3, 12]

3.1. Summarization by human
We used a lecture speech summarization method based on sen-
tence extraction because when using a method based on sen-
tence compaction, naturally synthesizing or concatenating seg-
mented speech is difficult [13][3].

First, we investigated variation of important sentences ex-
tracted by humans. Six subjects extracted important sentences.
The subjects were all specialists from the field of speech re-
search. These subjects were chosen because they understand the
content of the targeted lecture, of which the level of speciality
was extremely high. Each subject marked important sentences
in the speech transcriptions. Here, we instructed the subjects
to mark one quarter of the sentences in the entire speech as
“important”. A mark was attached to every sentence whether
the sentence was important or not. Here, “sentence” means a
portion divided by a pause longer than about 200msec. More-
over, we also prepared man3, which corresponds to sentences
extracted by more than three out of six subjects, and regarded
man3 as the correct important sentences.

3.2. Prosodic features
Using prosodic features can improve the accuracy of the sum-
mary. We used F0, power, duration, and pauses.

3.3. Linguistic surface information
Linguistic surface information means information regarding cue
words or phrases, high-frequency words, and sentence location.
We examined the following features as linguistic surface infor-
mation using ASR transcriptions: word repetition in transcrip-
tions, word repetition in slide text, and tf (term frequency).

3.4. Deletable features
There are sentences that tend to be unimportant and thus should
be deleted. We show the deletable features: deletion of short
sentences and deletion of sentences between long pauses.

3.5. Combination of linguistic surface and prosodic infor-
mation
The features with high precision (more than 40%) on the lin-
guistic surface and prosodic information are combined. We
conducted an experiment with a weighted multi-feature com-
bination method, which is a modification of the non-weighted
method used in [13][3].

The score of each sentence Si is a linear summation for all
features multiplied by the contribution (αk, βp) of every feature
as follows:

TotalScore (Si) =
X

k

αkScoreFk (Si)−
X

p

βpScoreDp (Si)

Here, the contribution αk (for positive features) is tested by
intervals of 0.2 from 0 to 0.6, and βp (for deletable features) is
set to 0 or ∞ (for convenience sake, we denote it as -∞). One
quarter of the sentences in a lecture are sequentially extracted
in a decreasing order based on the TotalScore ().

3.6. Evaluation experiment
We used κ-value [14], Precision, F -measure and ROUGE
metric for the evaluation measures for summarization which are
defined as follows:

• F -measure

F -measure =
2 × Precision × Recall

Precision + Recall

• κ-value [14]
The κ-value adjusts the identity frequency of judgment
by two subjects in consideration of a chance agreement.

• ROUGE-N [15]
It includes measurements to automatically determine the
quality of an automatically generated summary by com-
paring it with reference summaries created by humans.
ROUGE has some variations, but in this paper we use
the basic ROUGE-N metric.

We obtained κ = 0.321, F -measure = 0.500, and ROUGE-
4 = 0.641 by manual transcription (see Table 4). These values
are better than the TF (baseline) and almost the same as the
results between each subject and man3 (see Table 5). The re-
sults of the ASR transcription are almost equal to those of the
manual transcription. Furthermore, our system summarized the
lectures of classes without using slide information (WORDs,
WORDsrpt), but using F0arg and POWavg , and it achieved κ
= 0.290 (0.307), F = 0.477 (0.489), and ROUGE=0.606 (0.605),
respectively, where the values in parentheses denote the case of
the ASR transcription. Thus, our system achieved almost the
same summarization performance that a human would achieve.

4. Browsing System
We constructed the “browsing system for classroom lectures”,
which enables more efficient use of lecture video and presenta-
tion slides by using the results of automatic summarization and
indexing by keywords. The system is described below.
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Table 4: Results of summarization by a combination model

condition κ-value F -measure ROUGE-4
TF (baseline) 0.202 0.412 0.458

with slide Manual Transcription 0.321 0.500 0.641
ASR Transcription 0.328 0.504 0.608

w/o slide Manual Transcription 0.290 0.477 0.606
ASR Transcription 0.307 0.489 0.605

Table 5: Correspondence between humans
(a) inter-subjects

κ-value F -measure ROUGE-4
0.418 0.449 0.611

(b) subject and man3
κ-value F -measure ROUGE-4
0.496 0.593 0.623

Figure 2 shows a screenshot of the system. The system is
based on “EZ-presentator”(EZP), which is a type of e-Learning
content authoring system distributed by Hitachi Advanced Dig-
ital, Inc. If EZP is launched during a presentation, it records
the turn timing of each slide and then produces the content of
the lecture video and synchronized timing between presentation
and slides, which can be accessed by a Web browser.

4.1. Functions
We modified this content to add the functions described below:

• Synchronized transcription
Display transcription obtained by the ASR system de-

scribed in Section 2 while highlighting sentence that has
been played back and jumping the playback by clicking
on any transcribed sentence.

• Summarized playback
Playback only important sentences obtained by auto-

matic summarization. User can choose the summariza-
tion rate from 10, 25, 33, 75, and 100%.

• Indexing and jumping by keywords
Extract keywords, including complex words defined by

“TermExtract [16]”, from a transcribed document or sin-
gle slide by using tf · idf (term frequency·inverse doc-
ument frequency) criterion. Align them with the tran-
scribed sentences and jump the playback by clicking on
a keyword. We used idf data obtained from 264 lec-
tures in the CSJ[11]. The alignment between a keyword
sequence and transcribed text is achieved by a dynamic
time time warping technique.

• Playback rate selection
Change the playback rate of speech in a select-box field,
where Windows Media Player can change the playback
rate but normally it cannot change the directory if the
player is embedded in HTML. A user can choose the rate
from ×0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, and 3.0.

4.2. Evaluation
We evaluated the system using a questionnaire that was given
to the subjects. Twelve subjects were responsible for questions
1–5, and seven subjects were responsible for questions 6–8. All
subjects were master’s students. They used the proposed system
(advanced EZP) for 20 minutes and the original EZP system for
20 minutes. Six persons used the original EZP first and then the
advanced EZP, and the other six used the advanced EZP first.
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Figure 1: Result of questionnaire

They answered the questions, described below, by using a five-
point evaluation scale: 5 (very useful), 4 (useful), 3 (I don’t
know), 2 (inconvenient), 1 (very inconvenient).
Question 1 How was the summarization function?
Question 2 How was the transcription function?
Question 3 How was the playback rate selection?
Question 4 How was indexing by keywords?
Question 5 How did you feel about the advanced EZP com-

pared with the original EZP?
Question 6 How did you feel about the accuracy of the link

between keywords and speech?
Question 7 Which keyword list is preferable: the one for the

slides or the one for the automatically transcribed text?
Question 8 How did you feel about the accuracy of the auto-

matic transcription when searching for specific informa-
tion?

Figure 1 shows the results of the questionnaire. We can see
that there is a majority that thinks that “the proposed system
is useful”, especially with regard to the transcription function.
However, the summarization function was not well accepted.
We believe that the subjects did not use this function for learn-
ing and so determining if the summarizer is good enough to use
was difficult.

We also asked the question: Which function(s) do you pre-
fer? The results were: 8 (out of 12 persons) “synchronized
transcription”, 7 selected “presence of transcribed sentences”,
4 selected “presence of summary”, 5 selected “indexed by key-
words”, 4 selected “changing playback rate”. From the results
we learned that the function of randomly accessing video by
clicking on sentences is a very useful feature of this system.
The subjects also stated that the accuracy of time alignment be-
tween keywords and segmented speech was sufficient, but the
transcription accuracy was not.

The results of question 6 were: very accurate = 0 (out of 7
persons), accurate = 3, I don’t know = 3, inaccurate = 1, very
inaccurate = 0. The results of question 7 were: slides = 3, I’d
prefer slides = 3, I don’t know = 1, I’d prefer transcription =
0, transcription = 0; The results of question 8 were good in
the cases of lectures B and D (their correct rates are 63.0 and
71.5%, respectively), but the cases of lectures A and C were not
agreeable (their correct rates are 60.8 and 57.8%, respectively).
Correct recognition seems to be necessary at a rate over 70% to
sufficiently obtain usable results when searching for content.

5. Conclusions
We described a keyword recognition method that emphasizes
the related probabilities of a language model and improves con-
tent recognition performance.

We next investigated the extraction based summarization by
human subjects and then proposed a method for extracting im-
portant sentences using prosodic and linguistic surface informa-
tion from classroom lectures. We showed that good summaries
were obtained after combining two or more features.
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Figure 2: Screenshot of lecture browsing system

Last we constructed and evaluated the “Classroom Lecture
Browsing System”. From questionnaire results, our system was
considered valuable by the majority of our subjects. In the fu-
ture, we plan to examine how users use our system for learning.
We also plan to use a rating scale to evaluate the effectiveness
of the system for learning.
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